Plate Mount Shade Install Guide

NOTE: For safety, it is recommended that the post be mounted first, then the shade afterward. Otherwise, the post may become top-heavy and difficult to handle.

1) Lower the shade over the light bulb socket and align the shade’s bottom plate holes with those in the mounting plate.

   If your shade has different face graphics, this is the time to orient the shade to face your chosen direction.

   2) Once the shade is resting on the mounting plate and correctly oriented, affix it by passing the supplied ¼-20 x 1½” screws up through the holes in the mounting plate and into the bottom of the shade. Then inside the shade, place washers over and then turn a nut onto that screw. Tighten all four screws into their nuts so the shade is securely held in place, but do not over-tighten to avoid damage to the shade.